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Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic People. If you pay close attention, I note
the jews have a problem with Satan, who is the Father of the Gentiles, which the
enemy calls "Goyim". The word Goyim in Hebrew means Animal, in a derogatory
sense. The Goyim, contains the sounds and letters of the Hindu Yogin, except for
the M. The N or M is irrelevant, as this doesn’t have to do with anything, the sounds
are very close indeed. What remains is: 

YOGI 

   = 

GOYI.  

Just another mere lack of creativity and scorning of the kikes against us.  

Now, their GREATEST ADVERSARY is Satanas. 

Satanama  and  the  variations  of  Sat,  these  do  raise  the  Serpent  of  Satan.  In
Sumerian, this means Eternal Truth. In all languages, the SA is very prominent. It's
a word of reverence.  

In Scythian, the Satanas if broken down, shows something very interesting. The
letter  S  in  Scythian  means  light.  Sa  means  head,  spear  and  such.  Spear  is
allegorical in many texts for the head. It generally has to do with a "head" point.
Spear is also allegorical to piercing the Crown in the texts, by the Kundalini Energy.
Ta in Scythian means Human Collective. Na means Mother. The mother Goddess is
the Kundalini. So we have Sa-Ta-Na-S. SATANAS could literally mean in Scythian,
The Light (consciousness) reaches the crown in the Consciousness of all Humanity,
reaching the Mother Consciousness. Plain out, Kundalini raised to the Crown. This
again shows that Satan is AGAIN connected with our "emergence" and our Father
God,  or  the  one  who  gave  us  access  to  the  Mother  Goddess,  which  is  the
Kundalini. The Divine Goddess is also the Giver of Life in general.  

In other Cultures, this means also exalted things. Satan and the other Gods of the
Idolaters, are the "Enemies" and "Adversaries" of the jews. Satan is the Serpent in
Eden, who helped make Man God. This was through the Spiritual Teachings and
the "Forbidden knowledge". This is what the jews are about, destroying Humanity
and keeping people from becoming Gods.  



Another comment I have to state, is that in the Bible, the enemy openly states they
are to destroy all the Nations of the Idolaters, and all Idolatry. Goyim also has to do
with these "states", as in the plural form, Goyish are the Gentile Countries, Races
and States. These "states" at the time where the Shitty Torah was written by the
reptilian jewish offspring, were Pagan states.  

States built around people ascending spiritually, culturally and in the Godhead. With
a Religious tradition focused around making people into Godhead, in general. This
is why in all the cores of these religions, whoever the "Gentile Tribes" were, you will
all find the same center, Satan. The Ascent into Godhead was the first priority, or it
should be. This is what the Plato's Republic is all about, with the Philosopher Kings.
Here  Plato  yearns  about  a  republic  from his  Ancestors  pretty  much,  but  even
upward to his time, people followed the "Way of the Ancients" and their "Practices".
And people actually built civilizations for this. Then, the jews came in to destroy
everything and bring humanity into servitude and at the level of animals and worse.

The hatred of Kikes about Gentiles, how we live and simply because we exist, is
evident.  They  want  to  destroy  us  simply  for  existing  and  being  human.  Their
pseudo-religious programs are part of this. To degenerate Humanity to the point of
no return.  The hatred about  the "Goyim" includes in it  everything "Goyish",  this
includes our States. This evidently explains the subversive and parasitic attacks of
the jew on our States and Nations.  

Now this process of Godhead, involves Sexual Sacred Rites, Meditation, freeing
the  mind  and the  Soul  from hang-ups  and generally,  living  free  from all  these
obstructions the jews reinforce and create, in a healthy and NATURAL manner. The
enemy, bastardizing the meaning of those, supposedly goes against "physical" and
"earthly" pleasures, but in fact, this teaching is a rip-off from the original rites, which
actually  are  about  transcending  these  things  and  not  giving  all  your  life  into
"pleasures", other than the Pleasure of Becoming a God. They were to be indulged
nonetheless, as this is one essence to be Human.  

Again,  the  enemy uses  the  methods  of  "unhealthy  extremes"  to  appeal  to  the
populace and base their putrid reptilian nonsense, with a stupid and uncreative way.
This is what the jews have always been against, the Godhead and whoever helps
us do it. The Father of this Process being Satan Himself. The Bible, which is the
"Torah" or the Jewish Law, is against everything of such things. In other words,
everything Pagan and Idololatric which leads to Godhead and Spiritual Power.  

They are what Adolf Hitler called them, the element of all decay. They are literally,
the embodiment of all death and decay, all that is evil and keeps people blind in
nature. Their religions and their acts testify more than any statement in regards to
that. The jewish plagues are always, to degenerate humanity into animal level, with
the final aim of World Communism. Shackled Down to Servitude and physicality, in



a communist clump, unable to advance, this is how the jews intend you to be. An
animal, living as in Communist, Racially mixed livestock, where everyone is made
into a clump, equal, and can only parallel to emotionally, mentally and above all
spiritually dead "animals".  

So the Yogins, they become Goyims in their language.  

From God consciousness, to an ANIMAL consciousness.  

From Eternal Truth, Satan is turned to Adversary. This is what it means to them.  

Satanas,  Satanama,  Yoga,  All  these words are from the Far  East.  These have
Sanskrit roots, but they are still open words in India nowadays. 

Literally, Gentiles are all Sons of Satan. The Rabbis know this. Also, they know how
potentially dangerous we become when we are spiritually empowered, and how
they will  be realized as an alien element once we do. Therefore,  their  first  and
foremost job was to destroy the consciousness of People, so they would think they
were the same. The Ancients knew what was up with them.  .

Gentiles all had their mystical systems and Meditation systems, to reach Godhead.
Therefore, they were all practicing the metaphysics of Union of the Soul. They were
all "Yogins". Now, the enemy to attack this term, they made this Goyim, to mean the
exact opposite in their language. Animal. "Goyim" (Yogin) all are of Satan's seed
and their Souls come from the Satanic Spheres, Rabbis have stated.  

Also, Satan, from King of ALL Spirituality and Goodness, the Master God, is put in
their fairytale as the "source of all evil" and the list goes...They are just reversing
whatever they are and do, and whatever their alien lackeys are, to Our Primordial
Gods and our Cultures. And whatever they themselves are, they project to us. Its 1-
1, equals 0. So easy. Just reversals, stealings and re-arrangements of what we had
and were.  

In the East, you see Shiva (Satan is Shiva) is the ADIYOGI. The First Yogi is what
this means literally. The First "Yogi" Humanity has known. The Yoga Science is to
follow the path of this. The first to Teach us and Understand Yoga. The union of the
Soul and the Holy Science. In the same thinking, Satan is also the "First Gentile"
who descended down this Culture of the Gods to us, so we can follow them. The
first and most fierce opponent of the enemy, who wants you all enslaved and like
animals.  



Don't be a GOYIM, Be a YOGIN.  

Be a Yogi and Follow the Satan, the Father God of all Gentiles, who taught us the
meditations and the means to exalt ourselves.   
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